A major reason for studying probabilistic processes is to establish a link between a formal model for describing functional system behaviour and a stochastic process. Parallel composition in a probabilistic setting is complicated since it gives rise to non-determinism, for instance due to interleaving of independent autonomous activities. This paper presents a detailed study of the resolution of non-determinism in an asynchronous generative setting. Based on the intuition behind the synchronous probabilistic calculus PCCS we formulate two criteria that an asynchronous parallel composition should ful ll. We provide novel probabilistic variants of parallel composition for CCS and CSP and show that these operators satisfy these general criteria, opposed to most existing proposals. Probabilistic bisimulation is shown to be a congruence for these operators and its axiomatisation is addressed.
Introduction
In the last decade the study of probabilistic processes using formal methods has received signi cant attention. A major reason for studying probabilistic processes is to establish a link between a formal model for describing functional system behaviour and a stochastic process. In the setting of process algebras relations with several stochastic models have been established, such as continuous-time and discrete-time Markov chains and generalised semi-Markov processes. So-called probabilistic process algebras incorporate a probabilistic choice operator + p such that in P + p Q process P is selected with probability p and Q with 1?p. The underlying semantical model, a labelled transition system equipped with discrete probabilities, can be viewed as a discrete-time Markov chain.
In order to calculate performance measures it is essential that non-determinism is absent or resolved. Although for several reasons non-determinism is of signi cant importance for the speci cation of reactive systems, it under-speci es the quantities with which certain alternative computations can appear. A stochastic process therefore does not exhibit non-determinism. Basically two approaches have been pursued to overcome this di erent treatment of non-determinism. In the alternating approach 8] both non-deterministic and 2 
Motivation
In this section we discuss the conditions that an appropriate de nition of the parallel composition of generative probabilistic transition systems should satisfy. To do so, we rst review the concepts of generative probabilistic transition systems and the de nition of parallel composition in a synchronous way, i.e. a la SCCS. Based on these concepts, we informally discuss how a parallel composition a la CCS or CSP should look like in a generative setting.
A synchronous calculus for generative probabilistic systems
A generative probabilistic model. A discrete probability space is a structure ( ; P)
where is a discrete sample space and P a probability measure on 2 . Let Prob(H), for some universe H, be the set of discrete probability spaces with H. The following de nition is basically adopted from 7] phrased in a style that ts our purpose.
De nition 1 G = ( ; A; I; T) is a generative probabilistic transition system (GPTS for short) with , a set of states, A, a set of actions, I, a set of indices, and T : ! p Prob( (A I ) f?g ), a probabilistic transition function, such that the following condition is satis ed: if T(s) = ( s ; P s ) then (a; i; t); (b; i; u) 2 s =) a = b^t = u: 2 Here ! p denotes a partial function. The constraint requires that each element in the sample space of T(s) is uniquely identi able through the index. If T(s) is de ned we denote by s its sample space and by P s its probability measure, i.e. T(s) The structural operational semantics of PCCS is given in Table 1 . The inference rules determine a mapping of PCCS terms onto GPTSs. The rules for most operators are selfexplanatory. The rule for PnA uses the function for redistribution of probabilities. In the de nition of , fjj g denotes a multi-set. The role of is extensively discussed below. Since nA and will become important for the de nition of our asynchronous probabilistic calculi, we discuss these operators more extensively.
Restriction. Consider P = 3 denotes the probability that P intends to perform action c. We deliberately say \intends to perform" rather than \performs": when P is considered in a context that is not able to participate in c, action c is prohibited even if P intends to perform it. In such a case the probability to perform c is 0, and its (local) probability 1 3 needs to be redistributed among the remaining possible actions, a and b. This principle is applied when P is considered in the context of nA where A contains c. For instance, consider Pnc. Provided that P does not perform c there are now three possibilities: P performs a, b, or c. Thus, the probabilities in Pnc are conditioned to the fact that P does not perform c. Accordingly, we obtain for the probability of performing a:
Pr Pnc (a; 0nc) = Pr P (a; 0 j :(c; 0)) = 1 where we have omitted transition indices for convenience. Similarly, we obtain that the probability of performing b (c) is 3 4 (resp. 0). The resulting GPTS for Pnc is depicted in Figure 1(b) . The probability of not performing c, 1? 1 3 , is the normalisation factor (P; fcg). In general, the normalisation factor (P; A) denotes the probability that P does not perform actions in A 1 . This interpretation of normalisation will be adopted for asynchronous probabilistic CSP later on.
Synchronous parallel composition. Let 
Asynchronous probabilistic parallel composition
Basically, two di erent kinds of parallel composition have been de ned in process algebra: one a la CCS 9] , in which any action can be performed independently by each process, and besides, the processes can synchronise if they are allowed, and the other, a la CSP 12], in which actions that are intended to synchronise are listed in a synchronisation set and can only be performed synchronously, and the other actions are performed always independently. In the following, we investigate how these operators should look like in generative PTSs following the line of thought of PCCS.
CCS. For (non-probabilistic) CCS, parallel composition, denoted by j, is de ned by the following inference rules: Here denotes a distinguished action that models internal activity. Notice that processes are not forced to synchronise; they can equally well autonomously perform actions that could be synchronised.
In order to motivate our ideas concerning a probabilistic version of j, consider the processes Q = 1 performs a and R action c, etcetera. The probabilities for these scenarios are simply determined by the product of the probabilities of the involved actions in Q and R, in analogy to the synchronous case. The di erence with the synchronous case, however, is that actions are executed asynchronously. That is, the occurrence of e.g. a and c does no longer constitute a single atomic action (but two). As a result there are di erent ways in which a given scenario occurs. For instance, the scenario that Q performs a and R does c can be obtained|through interleaving|by rst performing a followed by c, or in the reverse order. The probabilities of these sub-scenarios are unspeci ed (i.e., they are non-deterministic); we only know that together they have a probability 1 2 2 3 = 1 3 .
Due to the nature of CCS parallel composition the scenario \Q performs a and R does a" can be established in three ways: the two possible ways of interleaving a and a and the possibility of synchronising a and a, yielding . Once more, the probabilities of the individual sub-scenarios are unknown; together they have probability 1 2 1 3 = 1 6 . Figure 3 depicts the transition system that results if we apply a similar reasoning to all possible scenarios. In the picture we have grouped with a small connecting line the di erent transitions that constitute a single scenario. The attached probabilities are associated to these \bundles" of transitions. However, due to the di erent synchronisation policy, the occurrence of some actions may be prohibited. For instance, if Q intends to perform a and R 0 wants to perform c, action a cannot occur since its occurrence requires participation of R 0 . Instead, action c can be performed autonomously with (in this case) probability 1 2 2 3 = 1 3 . The thus resulting PTS for Q jj fag R 0 is depicted in Figure 4 where we used the bundle notation introduced before.
Like for the probabilistic variant of CCS parallel composition we conclude that an appropriate probabilistic version of jj A should only schedule the present non-determinism and nothing else. Due to the di erent synchronisation policy in CSP, the di erence with CCS is twofold.
Since synchronisation actions cannot be performed autonomously, the scenario that Q intends to perform a and R 0 wants to do a gives rise to a single case. There is no distinction to be made whether a synchronisation or an individual move takes place. This simpli es the de nition of the probabilistic variant of jj A . On the other hand, however, CSP parallel composition may give rise to redistribution of probabilities. (This should not surprise the reader, since restriction can be described using CSP-style parallel composition 6].) This occurs, for instance, in our example above. Consider the term Q jj fag 0 that is reached after R 0 performs c (with probability 1 3 ). Now, Q may, with probability 1 2 , choose in favour of a, but synchronisation on a is permanently impossible. So, one might decide that a deadlock occurs with probability 1 2 . Inspired by the treatment of restriction in PCCS, we redistribute the probability mass of deadlocking. This is depicted in Figure 4 , where b occurs with probability 1. As we will show later on, this normalisation complicates the de nition of the probabilistic variant of jj A .
Bundle probabilistic transition systems
In this section we formalise the kind of probabilistic transition systems discussed informally just above and we de ne the notion of appropriate parallel composition on this model. In the index of the transition relation, the parentheses indicate whether the left or right process moves (performs the action) and the square brackets indicate if the process keeps passive. The fact that indices uniquely determine the individual transitions ensures that transitions are still uniquely determined in S s t , and moreover, that elements in s t are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, we recall that we are dealing with discrete probability spaces, and hence our de nition of T induces a unique probability measure. So, B 1 B 2 is indeed a BPTS. Remark that does neither rule out any possible transition nor resolves any possibly introduced non-determinism.
Normalisation of BPTSs. Sometimes we are only interested in dealing with stochastic BPTSs (or GPTSs). Some operations may map a stochastic BPTS into a sub-stochastic BPTS. An example of this situation is, in fact, the restriction operation that we have discussed before. There, some transitions are pruned and the lost probability must be redistributed by means of normalisation. The process of normalisation is de ned for BPTSs as follows.
De nition 4 Let B = ( ; A; I; T). 
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This result can be explained as follows. Let (A; :) be the same as for . In order to characterise determinisation D we rst observe that for any two GPTSs composed according to , bundles are either: (1) complete, (2) By conditions imposed on BPTSs it follows that P 0 is a well-de ned probability function. It directly follows that D is a determinisation and that the equivalence closure of the relation f(s t; s t) j s 2 1 ; t 2 2 g is a probabilistic bisimulation when every s t is a state in the GPTS D(G 1 G 2 ). If s and t come from stochastic GPTSs, the same relation is a probabilistic bisimulation when every s t is a state in the GPTS N(D(G 1 G 2 ) ).
Asynchronous probabilistic CCS and CSP
In this section we introduce two composition operators that naturally correspond to CCSrespectively CSP-style parallel composition. Since we intend to avoid the synchrony assumption of PCCS we call them asynchronous composition operators.
Asynchronous probabilistic CCS. This language is obtained from PCCS by replacing the synchronous composition by an operator j with two parameters ; 2 (0; 1). The two probabilistic parameters and in the term P j Q are interpreted as follows. denotes the probability that P performs an autonomous action, given that both P and Q do not want to synchronise, and denotes the probability that some autonomous action occurs given that a synchronisation is possible. In other words, if a synchronisation is possible, it will take place with probability 1? . The formal semantics of APCCS is de ned by the least relation satisfying the inference rules in Table 1 , where the rules in Table 2 replace the rule for synchronous composition. 
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Respectfulness can be seen intuitively as follows. In a bundle without synchronisation (e.g. the three bundles of cardinality two in Figure 3 ) one branch is assigned probability pq and the other pq(1? ), together yielding the bundle probability pq. In case of a bundle with synchronisation these two probabilities are multiplied with , while the synchronisation itself gets probability pq(1? ). Also in this case the probabilities sum up to the bundle probability pq. The APCCS parallel composition of stochastic processes is also a stochastic process, i.e., the composition of processes without deadlocks (or empty bundles) yields another process without deadlocks. Since normalisation does not have any e ect on stochastic GPTSs, it also follows that j is stochastic. The use of and is re ected in the following expansion law.
Theorem 12 Let Asynchronous probabilistic CSP. We introduce an operator denoted k A with two parameters, probability 2 (0; 1) and synchronisation set A. For P k A Q, parameter denotes the probability that P performs an autonomous action, given that both P and Q have decided not to synchronise. (Notice that has the same interpretation for APCCS.) One probabilistic parameter su ces in the case of CSP, since the only non-determinism that has to be resolved is the one occurring if both processes autonomously decide to perform actions not in A. This is exactly the purpose of parameter . The semantics of APCSP is given by the least relation satisfying the rules in Table 1 , where the rules in Table 3 replace the rule for .
Notice that appears only in the rules in the rst row, where it is used as a weight for an autonomous move of P (and (1? ) for Q). In all inference rules, each transition probability is normalised by some factor , or 0 . (These factors can never equal 0; e.g. 0 is only used if P can perform an action not in A, which guarantees that 0 6 = 0 if it appears as a denominator.) These factors redistribute the probability mass that is due to autonomous decisions of both processes that would otherwise lead to a deadlock. There may be two di erent reasons for such a situation. Table 3 : Operational semantics of APCSP parallel composition
Redistribution of probability mass is required if one component, say P, autonomously decides in favour of a synchronisation, while Q is an endpoint, i.e. Q cannot move at all. In this case 0 (P; A) is the probability that P intends to perform a synchronisation (i.e. a deadlock occurs) provided that Q is an endpoint. Another source of normalisation is the case that both P and Q decide in favour of a synchronisation, but the labels of these actions do not match. Function (P; Q; A)
collects the probability mass of all these mismatching synchronisations. point of view it is not even desired to consider respectfulness.) Hence the probability of deadlocking is redistributed (using N) after determinisation, and so the probabilities of the newly obtained bundles are respected. In this way k A is stochastic.
a; 1 8 c; ?!0jj0 and a deadlock probability of 5 6 . Using a similar reasoning to that of Theorem 9, we can state that this parallel composition is respectful (with respect to probabilistic trace equivalence). However, it is not stochastic, since normalisation would remove the deadlock that the operator introduces, whereas PCSP-parallel composition does not. Notice that for APCSP we decided to include normalisation as part of the semantics of k A . As a result, k A is stochastic, but not respectful (for p ); the reverse of PCSP. Since CSP-parallel composition can express restriction, we consider normalisation to be a natural part of k A like it is for restriction in PCCS. We conjecture that it is impossible to obtain a probabilistic variant of jj A that is both respectful and stochastic (for p ).
Probabilistic ACP. Parallel composition in probabilistic ACP (PACP) has two parameters, and , both in (0; 1). For P jj ; Q a synchronisation between P and Q occurs with probability 1? and an autonomous action (of either P or Q) with probability .
Note that is unconditioned, as opposed to APCCS. Given that an autonomous move occurs, it comes from P with probability , and from Q with probability 1? . The initial steps of the transition system for Q jj ; R are depicted in Figure 6 . Here we assumed that the communication function is de ned by: (a; a) = aa; (b; a) = ba; (a; c) = ac and (b; c) = bc. (The fact that is unconditioned introduces the need to de ne as a total function.) The single transition labelled with a is the superposition of the two a-transitions in the`bundle' view, see Figure 3 . Similar for the transitions labelled with only synchronisation actions can be executed. This yields a normalisation with 1? , the probability that a synchronisation occurs, and the result is Figure 1(c) , the PCCS synchronisation. Complementary, prohibiting all synchronisation actions yields an APCSP-view with empty synchronisation set. In both cases the result is respectful and stochastic. These are, however, two special cases of encapsulation in which each bundle is equally treated. If, however, encapsulation a ects bundles in an unequal fashion, it is no longer guaranteed that the bundle probabilities are respected. For instance, allowing only the actions a; a; b; c and aa (yielding a view similar to APCCS), does not a ect the bundle containing a, a and aa, but a ects its probability. Although for some good choices of and this might result in a respectful probability assignment, in general this is not the case. This di ers from our proposals for APCCS and APCSP where normalisation only a ects the bundles from which a branch is pruned, and not the others.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have extensively discussed parallel composition in an asynchronous probabilistic setting. Based on the line of thought in PCCS we formulated two criteria for such parallel composition operators in the context of a congruence relation. These were formalised using the novel notion of bundle probabilistic transition systems, transition systems that contain probabilistic`bundles' of non-deterministic transitions. The basic idea of an appropriate parallel composition operator is that it should leave the bundle probabilities una ected; only the non-determinism within a bundle should be resolved. This aspect is considered with and without re-normalisation. We proposed an asynchronous probabilistic variant of CCS and CSP that satisfy this criterion with re-normalisation (and that preserve probabilistic bisimulation p ). Since CCS parallel composition does not introduce deadlocks it also satis es the criterion (for p ) without re-normalisation. In addition we argued that various existing generative probabilistic calculi do not satisfy this criterion, with the notably exception of probabilistic ACP. Nonetheless, probabilistic ACP with restriction (encapsulation) is, in general, not appropriate (for p ). We like to point out that we have been a little restrictive in our notion of appropriate parallel composition. Determinisation only operates in a static way, i.e. it only looks at the structure of a bundle probabilistic transition system. In this way, appropriate parallel compositions have to be static operators (with the usual notion of static operator, see 9]). Instead of de ning appropriate parallel compositions in terms of determinisations, we could also do it in terms of adversaries 17]. This would allow a more dynamic view on the system, since adversaries are typically de ned on executions (i.e. runs) of the system. In this asetting, parallel compositions that change probabilities or priorities along the execution could also be considered as appropriate. We report this in the full version of this paper that also contains the proofs that were omitted here for space reasons. In the future we plan to adopt the notion of scheduling as proposed in this paper in the context of stochastic automata and the syntax of the stochastic process algebra 3].
